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QUESTION 1

You need to design the data archiving solution for the CRM database. You want to ensure that the solution requires the
minimum amount of administrative effort to implement and that it fulfills the research and auditing requirements. Which
action should you specify to occur at the end of each month? 

A. Reorganize the CRM database so that the older data and the newer data are kept on different table partitions. 

B. Export the CRM data to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and keep each spreadsheet for five years. After creating each
spreadsheet, delete the older data from the CRM database. 

C. Use SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) to print a copy of the older CRM data, and keep each report for five
years. After printing each report, delete the older data from the CRM database. 

D. Create a full backup of the CRM database and keep each backup for five years. After creating each backup, delete
the older data from the CRM database. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to implement encryption for SQL1 based on the companys technical requirements. What should you do? 

A. Implement the Server (Request Security) IPSec policy on SQL1. 

B. Enable encrypted connections for the SQL Server instance with the ForceEncryption option enabled. 

C. Create the acct1 database, and encrypt all data. 

D. Enforce the use of Kerberos authentication on SQL1. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a database administrator for your company. You are responsible for 20 SQL Server 2005 computers. These
computers are monitored by other administrators who are required to ensure that query response times meet company
service level agreements (SLAs). You need to provide these administrators with a consistent way of monitoring query
response times on the servers. 

What should you do? 

A. Create an XML document that contains the event and column names of the query response times that must be
captured in SQL Server Profiler. Distribute the XML file to the database administrators. 

B. Write a query that queries the sys.dm_db_partition_stats dynamic management view (DMV). Distribute this query to
the administrators. 
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C. Create SQL Server Profiler templates that include query start times and end times. Distribute these templates to the
database administrators. 

D. Instruct the administrators to use System Monitor to monitor cache hit ratio statistics. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are the administrator of a SQL Server 2005 computer named SQL1. Users report that all client applications that
connect to SQL1 are responding slowly. You discover that SQL1s CPU and memory utilization is low and that disk
activity is low. You need to identify the cause of the performance problem. 

What should you do? 

A. Use System Monitor to examine SQL1s cache hit ratio. 

B. Use Task Manager to examine utilization of SQL1s network adapter. 

C. Examine the sys.dm_db_index_physical_stats dynamic management function (DMF). 

D. Examine the sys.dm_db_partition_stats dynamic management view (DMV). 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a database administrator for your company. The company has a SQL Server 2005 database that experiences
frequent blocking. You need to modify the database to reduce the performance impact of blocking, without allowing dirty
reads. 

What should you do? 

A. Implement the Read Uncommitted isolation level. 

B. Configure the database to use the Auto Close option. 

C. Implement the Snapshot isolation level. 

D. Configure the database to use the Read Committed Snapshot option. 

Correct Answer: D 
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